
 I want to begin with a chapter from Nagel Family history. I may 

have shared in another context. I’m not sure. But when I was about ten 

my family was on a camping trip in eastern Oregon. Our campground’s 

individual camp sites were widely separated but connected by a series 

of dirt roads. In the middle of the campground was the large communal 

bathroom. One morning during our stay my youngest brother Scott 

decided to head off to the bathroom by himself. He was only about five 

or six. The trouble started when, leaving the bathroom, he got mixed 

up and turned right instead of left -- and started walking down what he 

thought was the road back to our trailer. But, actually, Scott had gotten 

onto a dirt road leading out of the camp and into the national forest, 

and he kept walking and walking. 

Back at the Nagel campsite someone eventually asked, “Where’s 

Scott?” And we realized that nobody knew where he was. We had not 

seen him since earlier in the morning. So, Mom and Dad started 

searching the campground. They were increasingly nervous. People 



from the neighboring campsites were drawn into the search. But Scott 

was nowhere to be seen. It quickly dawned on us: Scott was lost. 

There was lots of activity. I don’t know how long it lasted. But at 

some point a man in a truck drove into camp and asked my Mother, 

who was now really scared, “Are you looking for a little blond-haired 

boy? I saw him on the road a ways back!” It turns out Scott had at last 

realized, “I don’t know where I am. I’m lost.” And the good thing was 

that he didn’t panic, but decided, “I’ll just stay here on the road 

because someone will realize I’m gone and be along looking for me and 

find me.” When he was brought back to camp everyone, in their relief, 

told Scott how wise he was and gave him extra desserts. Happy ending. 

I mention this incident in the context of Jesus’ parable of the 

Workers in the Vineyard because I want to preach today about Jesus’ 

attitude towards us. He presents Himself as being the Owner of the 

Vineyard, making all the decisions, hiring others to do the work in the 

vineyard. But look at how much work he does himself! He walks back 



and forth from his vineyard to the town marketplace at least five times 

during the day searching for workers. It’s the Owner, not the workers, 

who seems to have borne the heaviest burden of the day’s heat. And, 

although he appears to be concerned about his business and getting 

enough workers – it seems that he might be hiring more than he needs. 

And given his payment practices, he’s clearly not hurting for funds. In 

fact, he seems to be more about helping the workers than himself. 

This parable can be interpreted as a lesson on the distinction 

between justice and mercy, or the danger of comparing our situation to 

others. But I want to look at what it says about Jesus Himself.  

Jesus is telling us here that He is continually searching for us! And 

we are the lost little boy. Sometimes in life we know we’re lost. 

Sometimes we are not yet consciously aware of it but we’re uneasy 

with how things are going. But “lost” is the human condition without 

God. Many of us do know we’re lost and are searching for God – but 



God seems far away and we’re wandering, seemingly alone. I think of 

Scott on that road heading deeper into the forest. 

Now, what do we do in life when it strikes us that we’re lost -- and 

we don’t know our way out of the woods? We might panic. That’s what 

sin is, by the way. Sin is a desperate attempt when we feel lost and 

empty to find comfort, home in something or someone – who isn’t 

really our home, safety, or happiness. Just as sometimes a lost person 

will bolt into the forest, crashing through the brush, crying out, trying to 

get out or make contact -- so the sinner seeks happiness blindly, going 

in the wrong direction, away from God. 

But that is not what Scott did that day. Even in his fear and 

anxiety he realized, “They will search for me because they love me. I 

won’t panic. I’ll wait for them to find me.” If we’ve been searching for 

Jesus, maybe for a long time, know that He has been searching and 

calling out after us for a much longer time. Out of concern and love for 

us He has always been searching for us, always going to the 



marketplace again and again. He is searching for anyone who wants to 

come to His vineyard – for their sake, not His.  

This doesn’t mean that we have no role to play. After all, in our 

first reading, Isaiah says, “Seek the Lord, while he may be found.” We 

can’t just think, “Jesus loves me, I don’t need to make good decisions. I 

don’t need to stay on the road where He can find me. I don’t have to 

agree to take His denarius. I don’t need to work even one hour in His 

vineyard.” We still have to stay on that road. 

Scott stayed on the road. I’m seeing people these days of Covid 

restrictions who are losing spiritual zeal and confidence in the Faith. 

When we find ourselves feeling lost and without God, we too need to 

stay where it’s easy for God to find us. That means staying in the 

Church, in prayer routines, in our virtues, in our devotional practices, in 

the company of people who know Jesus. All that is more difficult during 

these days of the pandemic. So, we must be even more intentional than  

ever about maintaining our spiritual life. 



But Jesus does want us to know that He loves all the lost people 

and is doing everything He can to bring them home. There are search 

parties from heaven organized and at work – and we must not panic in 

our fear and loneliness and go off into sin. If we stay on the road, He 

will eventually find us. And then there will be great joy in heaven and 

earth. And the Lord of the Vineyard will tell us how wise we were not to 

panic, bring us home, and fill us with desserts. 

 


